INSPIRATION FOR INVENTORS! FREE ENERGY THAT WORKS!
In the 1920s T. Henry Moray invented a "free energy" device that
reportedly output 50 kilowatts of electricity. It could not be explained
by standard science at that time. The electricity exhibited a strange
"cold current" characteristic where thin wires could conduct
appreciable power without heating. Moray suffered ruthless
suppression, and in 1939 the device was destroyed.
Frontier science lecturer and author Moray B. King explains the
invention with today's science:
Modern physics recognizes the vacuum contains
tremendous energy called the zero-point energy.
A way to coherently activate it appears surprisingly simple:
• First create a glow plasma or corona.
• Then abruptly pulse it.
Other inventors have discovered this approach (sometimes
unwittingly) and created novel energy devices, but they too were
suppressed. The common pattern of their technologies clarified the
fundamental operating principle. The purpose of this book is to
inspire engineers and inventors so that a new energy source can
become available to mankind.
Moray B. King, electrical engineer and systems engineer, is an
internationally recognized expert on the topic of zero-point energy,
and is well known in Tesla Technology and Frontier Physics circles.
He has been researching the field for 30 years, and has authored the
books Tapping the Zero-Point Energy and Quest for Zero-Point
Energy.

Dedication
In rememberance of Edwin Gray, Stephen Marinov, Stan Meyers,
Paul Brown, Eugene Mallove.
They gave their lives for their efforts to bring a new energy source
to mankind.
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The "free energy" invention of T. Henry Moray is probably the
most famous and well witnessed in the history of the field. The best
version of the device was claimed to yield 50 kilowatts of
electricity without using any known input power. Radioactive
material was used to maintain plasma activity in the tubes, but was
too weak to account for the output energy. The electricity exhibited
a strange "cold current" characteristic where appreciable power
could be guided on thin wires without heating them. Moray
suffered through ruthless suppression, and the device was
destroyed. T.H. Moray died in 1974, but his son, John Moray, was
funded to continue the research. The story continues today with
experimental results from other investigators such as Paul Brown,
Paulo and Alexandra Correa, Ken Shoulders and Edwin Gray,
contributing significantly to its understanding.
1. What ever happened to the T.H. Moray device? Thomas Henry
Moray is perhaps the most famous "free energy" inventor in history
mainly due to the number of witnesses of the device, scientific
investigators and letters of testimony. The fact that his last name is
identical to my first name manifests deep personal synchronicity,
for it was only after I discovered the zero-point energy (ZPE) in the
physics literature and began earnestly exploring its possible
technological applications that I was given the following book:
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2. The Sea of Energy in which the Earth Floats. (Moray, 1960,
1978) When I saw that the author's name was identical to my
unusual name, I was stunned. For me it meant that my research into
zero-point energy was to apply to this device, and my purpose was
to explain it so clearly that the scientific and engineering
community would be able to successfully create similar energy
machines.
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3. T.H. Moray and bulbs. Here was the story of an inventor and the
description of an invention that output abundant electricity from an
unrecognized energy source. The device could not be explained
with standard classical scientific theories. Moray believed he was
tapping radiant energy or ether waves impinging from space. As I
read the explanations in the book, whenever Moray described his
methods for tapping "radiant energy," I was amazed that I could
find support for his methods in today's physics literature that seems
to explain the device. The fundamental operating principle arises
from a surprisingly simple hypothesis: Abrupt, synchronous, ion
surges in plasma appear to coherently activate the zero-point energy.
Although Moray's research predated ZPE theories, he empirically
discovered the importance of ion oscillations.
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4. Demo with antenna. Moray gave numerous demonstrations of
his invention. All he would ask for in return were letters of
testimony from the witnesses. As a boy Moray was a crystal radio
enthusiast. The challenge in this hobby was to maximize the
received signal using a good antenna and ground connection, and
most importantly, a good rectifying detector. Exotic materials were
often tried. While on a church mission to Sweden, Moray found the
mysterious "Swedish stone," which became the main
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Polarization Wave
From Ion Surge

detector material for his invention. The first device could only
weakly light a single bulb. Beginning in 1925 the invention was
improved to a few hundred watts, and later demos typically
manifested about 5000 watts. Here the device would light a bank of
bulbs, power an electric heater, and drive a fan.
5. Polarization wave. The electricity coming from the device had a
strange "cold" characteristic. Moray used very thin (no. 30) wire in
constructing a device that output kilowatts, yet the wires did not
overheat. Sometimes for a demonstration, a bulb was placed in
series on the antenna lead, and it would light while the device was
operating. (It would not light if the lead were directly grounded,
showing the energy was not coming from the antenna-ground
circuit.) Moray would cut the lead between the bulb and the
running device and insert panes of window glass in the gap
between the cut leads. The bulb would continue to shine. Skeptical
investigators would bring their own window glass for this demo to
insure it was not a trick. The hypothesis of a polarization wave,
launched from abrupt ion motion, is discussed below to explain the
cold current effect and the glass penetration.
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R.E. Device Used in Airplane Test
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6. Final device (no antenna). Moray eventually improved the
device to where the antenna and ground were no longer needed.
The device was successfully tested in an airplane, a mineshaft, and
submarine. Moray claimed that a device weighing about 50 pounds
would be capable of providing 50 kilowatts. Running the device in
shielded environments showed that the energy source could not be
standard, ambient electromagnetic fields.
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Sound Pickup Device
Similar to Crystal Set, Infrasound Detector Range of Miles
Acoustical Soliton? Ion Polarization Waves?
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7. Sound pickup device. T. H. Moray created other unusual
inventions based on crystal set technology. His crystal detector
could amplify a radio signal sufficiently to drive a loud speaker.
Moray also invented a sound pickup device, which could be tuned
to receive ordinary verbal conversions miles away Many witnesses
tried the device, and one reported hearing conversations and
background sounds from the train station over four miles away.
The claims are hard to believe because normal acoustical sound
waves would be expected to disperse with distance. How can this
device be explained? Perhaps a clue is that infrasound detectors
(Vassilatos, 1991) resemble broadband crystal radio detectors (with
the tuning capacitor removed), which matches Moray's energy
device detection scheme. If sound near the ground were captured
within infrasound surface solitary waves or if the sound launched
polarization waves from residual air ions, perhaps his amplifying
detector might be sensitive to them. Moray was funded in the early
1950's to improve the sound pickup device on a classified contract;
the results have never been made public. Did Moray accidentally
discover sound pickup properties while working with glow plasma
crystal detectors?
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Transmutation of Elements

Some Electrode Metal Changes to Another Element Unusual
Isotopes

Observed in Cold Fusion Cathodes and Charge Cluster Strikes

8. Transmutation of elements. The later years of Moray's research
were dedicated to investigating a peculiar anomaly that occurred on
the electrodes within his plasma tubes: Some of the electrode metal
would transmute to another element. It exhibited a nuclear reaction
as if the nucleus absorbed a proton or emitted a beta particle.
Because Moray was secretive about this research, little is known. A
clue might appear in Moray's patent: There is one paragraph
describing how to make a particular lead sulfide mixture to be used
as electrode material. Did Moray discover how to transmute lead
into gold? The anomaly regarding transmutation of elements is
hard to believe, except that it has been observed over the last
decade in the cathodes from cold fusion experiments (Fox, 1996),
and these experiments are quite repeatable today.
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Thomas Henry Moray
1892 - Born
1909 - Begins research
1911 - 1 Bulb, half power
1912 - LDS mission
1913 - Finds Swedish stone
1917 - Marries, employed as engineer 1925 - Demos
begin, 100 watts
1929 - Russian interest, 600 watts
1930 - Moray Products Co.
1931 - Patent application rejected
1938 - 4500 watts
1939 - REA builds lab
1939
1940

- Felix Frazer smashes device
- Wounded in gun fight 1943 - Attempts to rebuild

1949 - Electrotherapeutic Patent
1950 - Sound device, Radio Signal Labs 1950's - 1960's
Transmutation experiments 1974 - Dies
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9. Timeline. The Moray story is a tragedy. The achievement of
technical success was followed by business subversion,
government corruption, threats, and assassination attempts. He
installed bulletproof glass on his car for protection. He was
wounded in a gunfight during a raid on his lab. Agents from the
Rural Electrification Agency (REA) encouraged him to move to
Russia. (A Congressional investigation later revealed that
communists had infiltrated the REA.) In 1939 an investigator from
the REA, who worked closely with Moray, took a hammer and
smashed the machine's expensively crafted tubes. Moray later tried
to rebuild a lesser version of the device, but burned out his detector.
Because of the threats to his life and family, Moray chose not to
rebuild the energy machine, but instead focused his research on
another anomaly that occurred within his plasma tubes:
transmutation of elements.
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Project X
Glenn Foster, 1976
$600,000 - Hanscom Labs, Cambridge, Mass. $280,000 - Eyring Research Institute Cosray Research
Institute
24 Oscillator tubes built
Swedish stone - Diatomaceous earth and quartz
Diamond press pellets with radium doping: EMP accident
J.E. Moray, E.E. Dahl Assoc, US Air Force Systems Command, #F42600-75-2212, Final Report,
April 15, 1977.
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10. Project X. In 1974 T.H. Moray passed away, but the research
continued. His son, John Moray, was funded by an Air Force
contract to rebuild the tubes of the device. Glenn Foster (recently
deceased) arranged to fund a number of unusual energy projects in
the mid 1970's, some of which were quite successful (e.g. the
lithium battery). Foster related that on project X some of the
"Swedish stone" material, which analysis showed was comprised of
diatomaceous earth doped with a weakly radioactive mixture, was
subjected to extreme pressure in a diamond press. An
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) resulted which blew out circuit
breakers and damaged a power line transformer across the street
(Perreault, 1999). Over twenty oscillator tubes were built on the
project, but an energy system was not constructed. There were
negotiations for a follow up project, but it never happened. Today
the notes from years of research and some equipment are stored
with the Moray family in Canada.
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Big Mysteries
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1.

Excess Energy

2.

Cold Current

3.

Sound Device

4.

Transmutation

11. Big mysteries. There are four big mysteries associated with
Moray's research: 1) What is the energy source driving the device?
2) How can thin wires conduct "cold currents" that penetrate glass?
3) How can a device pick up normal street conversations from
miles away? 4) How can element transmutation occur at low
energies? All of these anomalies seem to center around surging or
oscillating ions in plasma, a theme that Moray emphasized
throughout his book.
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Significant Inventors
Paul Brown:
Nuclear Battery
Paulo and Alexandra Correa :
Pulsed Anomalous Glow Discharge Tube
Edwin Gray:
Electrical Conversion Switching Tube
Ken Shoulders:
High Density Charge Clusters
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12. Significant inventors. Support for explaining the Moray
discoveries comes from examining the experimental work and
patents of four significant inventors, who appear to have developed
related technologies. These include Paul Brown's nuclear battery,
Paulo and Alexandra Correa's pulsed glow plasma discharge tube,
Edwin Gray's pulsed plasma tube, and Ken Shoulder's high-density
charge clusters.
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36 EV Strike Causes Transmutation

X-ray Analysis Shows Pd, Mg, Ca, Si, Ga, Au
Shoulders, J. New Energy 1 (3). 111 (1996)

13. Transmutation from EV strike. Ken Shoulders (1991,1996) has
demonstrated perhaps the simplest experiment to manifest element
transmutation. Shoulders discovered how to launch a coherent
plasma form that appears to be a cluster of charges predominantly
of one polarity, which he named "electrum validum" (EV). A single
strike onto an aluminum plate from one high density charge cluster,
can result in transmutation of aluminum nuclei as exhibited by a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis of the crater region
where the EV hit. Moreover, the resulting transmuted isotopes are
unusual and rarely found in nature.
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Pure EV Launcher
(Cross Section of Cylinder)

Shoulders, U.S. Patent # 5,018,180 (1991)

14. EV launcher. Charge clusters are readily launched from a liquid
metal tipped electrode. They are typically about a micron in size,
and exhibit a net charge of about 1011 electrons and can carry
thousands of ions. They exhibit anomalous excessive energy that
Shoulders suggests comes from the zero-point energy. He has made
larger (centimeter size) versions, but the EMP blast that results
when they strike a conductor damages electronic equipment, and
thus makes them too dangerous to study. The patent clearly
explains how to create charge clusters, and offers the scientific
community a true energetic anomaly that is readily repeatable.
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Liquid Metal Protuberance

Mesyats, Proc. 17th Int. Sym. on Discharges and Electrical Insulation in
Vacuum, 720 (1996)
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15. Liquid metal protuberance. The charge cluster arises from
perfectly symmetrical boundary conditions. Just before the
emission a microscopic liquid metal stalk protrudes from the end of
the pointed electrode (Mesyats, 1996). Polarized corona surrounds
the stalk with the ions attracted toward the tip. The state exhibits
perfectly symmetrical boundary conditions.
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Explosive Emission

16. Explosive emission. The tip of the liquid metal stalk explodes
off creating an abrupt compression event with the ions in the
surrounding corona. We will examine similar ion compression
examples to support the proposal that such an event could induce
coherent ZPE coupling with the ions participating in the impulse.
The perfect symmetrical geometry from the liquid metal tip guides
the plasma into forming a vortex ring filament.
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Helical Flow in Plasmoid Vortex Ring Filament

Force Free Vortex Yields Natural Stability
Alex, Radar, Fusion Tech. 27, 271 (1995)

17. Vortex ring model. Charge clusters appear to be a miniature
form of ball lightning, which many investigators suggest gains
stability via a vortex ring charge circulation. A like geometry might
be archetypal for modeling charge and pair production arising from
the underlying energetic vacuum fluctuations. Charge clusters
typically occur in discharge events, and their excessive energy
would likely contribute to the plasma activity occurring in Moray's
tubes.
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Launching Charge Cluster

Shoulders, U.S. Patent # 5,018,180 (1991)
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18. Point contact EV launcher. Point contact electrodes touching a
dielectric surface can launch a charge cluster onto the surface.
Corona around the tip guides the explosive emission to form the
EV. Moray utilized a pointed electrode in contact with surface
glow plasma on his crystal detector, which could induce this type
of activity at a low trigger voltage. Experiments with point contact
discharge into surface glow plasma might manifest excessively
energetic events.
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Energy Source
1.

Radiant energy

2.

Nuclear energy

3.

Zero-point energy

4.

Synergistic combination

19. Energy sources. To explain the invention researchers have
hypothesized three primary sources of energy. Moray believed he
was tapping radiant energy (ether waves) propagating from space.
Many (Brown, 1987, Moreland, 1997, Pereault, 1999) have
suggested nuclear energy is the primary source since it is well
known that Moray mixed radioactive material with his detector,
cathodes, and dielectrics in his tubes. But was the radioactivity
powerful enough to provide kilowatts? Zero-point energy is
potentially powerful enough, but the amount accessible is highly
controversial in the physics community. Of course, any synergistic
combination of energy sources should also be considered.
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Synergistic Feedback

20. Synergistic feedback. An example of interactive energy
feedback is illustrated: Ion-acoustic plasma oscillations may
activate a zero-point energy coherence, which could induce more
fission, which can produce more plasma, which repeats the process
by increasing the ion activity. Coherent coupling with zero-point
energy opens new possibilities for synergistic energy interactions
within a system.
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Atmospheric Energy

21. Atmospheric energy. There is certainly energetic activity
occurring in the atmosphere, ionosphere, and radiation belts. It
includes lightning, ground currents, whistler waves, sweeper
waves, solar wind and cosmic rays. Whistlers and sweepers both
rapidly change their frequencies and arise in the ionosphere plasma
and radiation belts. A broadband detector (like Moray used) is
needed to absorb such waveforms, but is there a sufficient
concentration of energy to explain an output of kilowatts,
especially in the final device where the antenna and ground were
unnecessary?
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Crystal Set

22. Crystal set. Crystal sets were popular with hobbyist in the early
years of electronics. The antenna and ground connect to a variable
capacitor and inductor for tuning in the desired radio station. The
rectifying crystal, typically a point-contact diode was used to detect
the amplitude of the radio signal. Moray discovered that by
removing the front end tuning capacitor, he effectively created a
broadband low pass filter, which would pick up surges of energy
from the environment. Moray focused much effort on improving
the crystal detector to better rectify (gate) and amplify the incoming
waves.
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Moray's Detector

Bi - Bismuth
Mo - Molybdenum
MoS - Molybdenum Sulfide
FeS - Iron Sulfide
Ge - Germanium
#
+ Zinc Sulfide
Radium
Uranium
Thorium
The Sea of Energy. Cosray Research Inst, Salt Lake City,
1978, p70.
1960, p130.
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23. Moray's detector. An example of Moray's detector technology
appeared in his patent application (Moray, 1960). Moray worked
with the appropriate transistor materials (germanium, bismuth) in
the 1920's well before Bell Labs discovery of the transistor in the
late 1940's. Moray strived to maximize the glow plasma on the
surface of the pellets by use of metallic (iron, molybdenum, zinc)
sulfides, as well as using radioactive materials. Moray studied the
text of Rutherford who noted that a mixture of radium, uranium and
thorium provided more radioactivity than any one alone (Sego,
1981). The radioactive emissions induce luminescence in the
metallic sulfides, which help maintain the surface plasma. It is the
plasma, which provided amplification to the incoming signal so
much so that Moray's crystal radio set could drive a loud speaker
without any other power input.
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Radioactive Cold Cathode

McElrath, U.S. Patent 2,032,545
1936 (Filed 1931)

24. Radioactive cathodes. In the early years of electronics it was
popular to experiment with radioactive materials, and they were
readily available through chemical suppliers. Often such material
was used in cathodes to augment electron emission. Numerous
patents (McElrath, 1936) were issued claiming this point, yet the
patent office rejected Moray's energy invention on the grounds that
he did not heat the cathodes in his tubes.
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Cold Cathode Discharge Tube Cupped Electrodes

Farnsworth, U.S. Patent 2,184,910 (1939)
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25. Fusor patent. Philo Farnsworth (1939), the inventor of
television, was issued a patent that combined radioactive material
with specially cupped electrodes to concentrate plasma. The device
produced such unusually large power that Farnsworth believed it
came from fusion. Could his invention be another example of
plasma induced, zero-point energy coupling?
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Resonant Nuclear Battery
Brown, U.S. Patent # 4,835,433

Radioactive core (7) produces cold plasma.
Circuit resonance must match ion-acoustic resonance.
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26. Brown's resonant nuclear battery. The late Paul Brown's
research perhaps contributes the most insight into understanding
Moray's operating principle. Brown (1997) showed that a simple
resonant (capacitor-inductor) tank circuit could be made selfrunning by bombarding the inductor coil with radioactive
emissions. Excess energy would be produced, which Brown
rectified to create the D.C. output for his battery. Does the nuclear
radioactivity provide all the energy, or does it catalyze plasma
whose ionic oscillations activate the zero-point energy?
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Glow Plasma Oscillator

Paul Brown, U.S. Patent 4,835,433 (1989)

27. Hubbard device. Paul Brown made history in the new energy
field in two ways: 1) He was the first to successfully replicate a
self-running energy invention from a historic inventor, Alfred
Hubbard (1919), and 2) he came closest to anyone in the field to
breaching the marketplace. Brown's patent is essentially a detailed
description of the Hubbard device, where the inductor coils are
arranged in a circular configuration that some researchers
hypothesize might induce vortex action in the ether. Brown wisely
claimed his device was strictly an efficient nuclear battery that
could produce five watts from a weak (one curie) radioactive
source such as krypton 85 or strontium 90. In 1990 I privately
conferred with Paul Brown and asked him how many people
question that claim, since even assuming 100% conversion of all
mass to energy, such weak radioactivity could provide only five
milliwatts at best. The output is 1000 times too much. He answered
about one in a hundred people would recognize the issue, but there
are two even more important points. Brown was actually trying to
create a 100-watt unit from the same technology. It was unstable,
and sometimes there occurred surges of power, perhaps on the
order of kilowatts, that would burn up the wires. He could stabilize
the unit at five watts, and his company decided to sell that in order
to capitalize further research. General Electric, in their due
diligence for partnership to manufacture the battery, sent their
nuclear physicist to investigate it. Paul Brown said the physicist
lost sleep for a week because he could not explain the excessive
energy. It was after this investigation that the suppression problems
really began for Paul Brown, for it appears he successfully created
a surprisingly simple, self-running, zero-point energy device.
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Zero-Point Energy: Basis
Quantum Effects - Boyer, Phys. Rev. D11(4). 2632
(1975).
Hydrogen Atom - Puthoff, Phys. Rev. D 35(10), 3266
(1987). Energy Source - Cole, Puthoff, Phys. Rev, E
48(2), 1562 (1993).
Gravity (1989).

Puthoff, Phys. Rev. A 39(5), 2333

Inertia Haisch, Puthoff, Rueda, Phys. Rev. A
49(2). 678 (1994).
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28. Zero-point energy, the basis. Although not widely studied in the
engineering community, the zero-point energy is a profound and
considerably complex research topic for physicists. The energy
manifests as chaotic, highly energetic, electric field fluctuations
inherent to the fabric of space. The name "zero-point" refers to
absolute zero degrees Kelvin meaning it is not heat radiation, and it
is what comprises pure empty space when all matter and radiation
(heat, light, etc.) are absent. The fluctuations are so energetic that
some physicists theorize it is the foundational basis for all particles
and fields, sustaining their existence (Senitzky, 1973). The physics
literature supports the idea that the ZPE is the basis for quantum
effects (Boyer, 1975), atomic stability (Puthoff, 1987), gravity
(Puthoff, 1989), and inertia (Haisch, 1994). In short it is the
modern term for the ether, but unlike the static model of the 18th
century ether, the zero-point energy offers opportunities for
dynamic interaction.
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Uncertainty Principle

Pair Production
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29.
Uncertainty principle and pair production. The ZPE was
discovered theoretically as a term in the equations of quantum
mechanics. It provided the underlying jitter for the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, and Dirac (1930) interpreted it as inherent to
space where virtual (short lived) electron-positron pairs would pop
in and out of existence in a chaotic maelstrom of energetic
turbulence.
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Single Vacuum Fluctuation

Lee Smolin, Three Roads to Quantum
Gravity, 2001

30. Quantum gravity vacuum fluctuation model. Physicists are
attempting to combine the theories of general relativity and
quantum field theory to yield the ultimate unified theory known as
quantum gravity. Recent successes in this area (which include and
augment string theory) have attracted many physicists into
participating. The foundation of quantum gravity is the energetic
vacuum fluctuations, which organize to manifest both space-time
and matter. Detailed modeling has been done at the Planck length,
10-33 cm. Shown here is a computer graphic generated from
modeling a single vacuum fluctuation. It is from Lee Smolin's
popular book (2001), Three Roads to Quantum Gravity.
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31. ZPE Spectrum. The spectrum of the vacuum fluctuations shows
how the zero-point energy density varies with frequency Theorists
have derived the spectrum by applying the principle of Lorentz
invariance from special relativity. All inertial frames (observers
moving at constant velocity in free space) must observe the same
ZPE spectrum. There is only one functional form that fulfills
Lorentz invariance: the energy density must be proportional to the
cube of the frequency. Boyer (1975) showed that many results in
quantum mechanics (e.g. a blackbody radiator) historically derived
by assuming discrete energy states, can instead be derived from this
particular ZPE spectrum. The successes from using this theoretical
approach established the field of stochastic electrodynamics, which
strives to explain quantum effects by modeling matter's interaction
with the vacuum's zero-point fluctuations. However, a
philosophical problem immediately arises from the ZPE spectrum:
The energy density increases without bound as the frequency
increases. Without introducing a frequency cutoff to the model, the
energy density in space appears infinite.
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32. Warped Space. Wheeler (1962) theory of geometrodynamics
derived a "natural" cutoff for the zero-point energy spectrum using
the theory of general relativity. As mass or energy density
increases, space-time curvature occurs. The figure illustrates how
the path of light bends in response to a gravitating body warping
the fabric of space.
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Wormholes

Wheeler, Geometrodynamics, Academic Press, NY, 1962 Hawking,
Phys. Rev. D 37(4), 904 (1988)

33. Wormhole. With sufficient energy density space can pinch off
to form a "wormhole," which can interconnect one region of 3space with another. The regions can be in parallel universes or
possibly remote locations of the same universe. Wheeler describes
a "superspace" containing an infinite number of three-dimensional
universes. Microscopic ZPE wormholes of electric flux
interconnect the universes. The wormholes are sized at the Planck
length, 10-33 cm, and contain an extraordinary (mass equivalent)
energy density: 1094 g/cm3.
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ZERO-POINT ENERGY FLUX

IS FROM HYPERSPACE

34. Flux from Hyperspace. Wheeler's geometrodynamics models
the zero-point energy as an orthogonal electric flux from
hyperspace intersecting our 3-space. In the figure the thin "flatland"
slot represents our three dimensional space. The slot thickness is
related to Planck's constant. An enormous ZPE flux passes directly
through at right angles, yet it is barely detectable because so little is
aligned parallel to our 3-space.
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THE ZERO-POINT ENERGY MAY ARISE FROM AN
ORTHOGONAL ELECTRIC FLUX FROM THE
FOURTH DIMENSION

"FLATLAND SLOT" REPRESENTS THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE, SLOT
WIDTH IS RELATED TO PLANK'S CONSTANT

35. Orthogonal Flux Model. Wheeler (1962) suggests that the
orthogonal ZPE flux is the foundation for all matter and energy in
our universe. As the flux passes through any jitter aligned in 3space is detected as the background zero-point fluctuations. If there
is a slight tilt to the penetrating flux, a net vector component aligns
in our space, and it would manifest as vacuum polarization. If there
is a vortex in the flux, we detect is as an elementary particle. An
analogy is that the elementary particle is like a whirlpool whose
existence is sustained by the flow of the (ZPE flux) stream.
Wheeler's orthogonal flux model is perhaps the most powerful of
all the zero-point energy descriptions in today's physics literature.
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36. Quantum foam. Wheeler's geometrodynamics describes how
the penetrating ZPE electric flux manifests in our three dimensional
space. The flux enters through microscopic channels (wormholes)
and yields a turbulence of extraordinarily small (10-33 cm) mini
white holes (flux entering) and mini black holes (flux leaving). The
mini holes are like (sub quantum) positive and negative charges.
Wheeler calls the resulting chaotic turbulence of the fabric of space
the "quantum foam." The energy density of flux passing through
the quantum foam is enormous (a mass equivalence of 1094 g/cm3).
The quantum foam model for the ZPE is somewhat similar to
turbulent plasma. Can net energy be extracted from such activity?
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37. Entropy. Can coherent order arise from chaos? At first the
answer appears to be no. The common understanding of the law of
entropy is that chaotic behavior must always remain random and
would never self-organize.
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PRIGOGINE:
UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS SELFORGANIZATION MAY OCCUR.
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38. Prigogine. However, in 1977 Ilya Prigogine won the Nobel
Prize in chemistry for identifying under what circumstances a
system could evolve from chaos toward self-organization.
Prigogine (1977, 1984) used general system theory, and showed
that any chaotic system that exhibited the appropriate
characteristics could potentially self-organize. (Suzuki, 1984, et al.)
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System Self-Organization
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Energy Flux

39. Principles for self-organization. A system must exhibit three
requirements in order for it to self-organize: 1) It must be
nonlinear, 2) far from equilibrium, and 3) have an energy flux
passing through it. The theoretical models describing the zero-point
energy fulfill these requirements. Merging the theories of the zeropoint energy with the theories of system self-organization open the
scientific possibility of activating a coherent ZPE interaction,
which could become a basis for new technology (King, 1989,
2001).
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Principles For Cohering The Zero-Point Energy

• Highly Nonlinear System
• Abruptly Driven Far From Equilibrium
• Maximize ZPE Interaction Using
> Ions
> Bucking Fields
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40. Principles for ZPE coherence. Prigogine's requirements point
the way for inventing a system that could tap the zero-point energy:
1) Work with a highly nonlinear system like a plasma, 2) drive it
far from equilibrium by an abrupt discharge, and 3) work with the
appropriate elementary particles which maximize their influence
when interacting with the zero-point energy. There are examples in
the literature of each of these principles in action.
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Nonlinear Electric Dipole
Oscillator
Absorbs Zero-Point Energy

Boyer, Phys. Rev. D 13 (10), 2832
(1976)
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41. Nonlinear dipole. In 1976 Timothy Boyer, the leading ZPE
physicist in the United States at that time, published an analysis of
a nonlinear electric dipole interacting with the ZPE (Boyer, 1976).
He was surprised that the equations predicted particular modes of
the dipole's oscillations would amplify and absorb energy straight
from the vacuum fluctuations. Since he was unaware of Prigogine's
research, he criticized the result in his conclusions for he did not
believe it was possible to tap random fluctuations. Had he believed
his own theoretical derivation, he could have been the first to
predict the possibility of vacuum energy extraction via nonlinear
interaction.
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ZPE Resonator Array

Nonlinear Dielectric Spheres Resonate at
High Frequency Each Pair Slightly Detuned
Emits Low, Beat Frequency Circuit Absorbs
Beat Frequency
Mead, U.S.
Patent #
5,590,031
(1996)
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42. Microscopic nonlinear dipoles. Instead, Frank Mead (1996) was
awarded a patent for extracting vacuum energy via nonlinear
dipoles. Small nonlinear dipoles embedded in a substrate similar to
computer chips resonate with the high frequency, highly energetic
modes of the ZPE. Useful energy is extracted at the lower beat
frequency via standard electronic means. Mead's patent is an
example of using straightforward, solid state engineering to tap the
vacuum energy.
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Abrupt Motion of Matter Activates Vacuum Energy

Barton, Eberlein, Ann. Phys. 227, 222 (1993)
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43. Abrupt motion. Claudia Eberlein (1996) from Cambridge
University published her thesis on the interaction of macroscopic
matter with the zero-point energy. She showed that the abrupt
motion of a wall of matter coherently activates photons directly
from the vacuum. The more abrupt the motion the better, for the
activation is proportional to the fourth derivative of velocity.
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Sonoluminescense
Photon emissions faster than atomic transitions. Energy
amplified by 100 billion.

Barber, Putterman, Nature 353, 318 (1991)

Sonoluminesence

Bubble Boundary Resonance Yields 1000 X
Gain Eberlein, Phys. Rev. Lett. 76. 3842
(1996)
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44. Sonoluminesence. Eberlein applied her result to explain
sonoluminesence, where water mixed with inert gas under
ultrasonic stimulation emits a bluish light, which cannot come from
atomic transitions (Barber, 1991), but instead results from the
abrupt compression during bubble collapse converting vacuum
energy to light. The abrupt motion of matter is a vacuum energy
activator.
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VACUUM POLARIZATION

CONDUCTION ELECTRON CLOUD

45. Vacuum polarization of electron. How do elementary particles
activate zero-point energy? Quantum electrodynamics describes the
interaction of elementary particles with the ZPE as "vacuum
polarization." The different elementary particles have different
vacuum polarization characteristics (Scheck, 1983). Electrons,
especially those within a metal's conduction band, exhibit a
smeared cloud-like characteristic that is essentially in equilibrium
with the vacuum fluctuations (Senitzky, 1973). Standard electrical
wires and antennas would make poor transducers to detect or
activate a net energy from the ZPE.
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VACUUM POLARIZATION

NUCLEUS

46. Vacuum polarization of nucleus. The vacuum polarization
surrounding atomic nuclei exhibit steep convergence of field lines
manifesting an organizing influence on the vacuum fluctuations.
This suggests that the key for activating ZPE coherence is abrupt
motion of atomic nuclei.
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Exotic, Coherent Vacuum States
in Quantum Electrodynamics arise from heavy ion collisions.

Celenza, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 57(1), 55 (1986).
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47. Exotic coherent vacuum states. Particle accelerator experiments
that collide atomic nuclei do indeed create exotic, coherent vacuum
energy states (Celenza, 1986, et al.). In these experiments there is
no searching for a net energy gain since the majority of the physics
community believe that all the energy comes from the accelerator.
Here it would be difficult to measure a net energy since there are so
many losses associated with collision events.
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Macroscopic Vacuum Polarization Displacement
Currents

Ion acoustic oscillations of a plasma

Plasma Ion Acoustic Mode
— Large radiant energy absorption
— High frequency spikes
— Runaway electrons
— Anomalous plasma heating
— Anomalous plasma resistance
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48. Ion-acoustic oscillations. If the abrupt motion of a single
nucleus can activate the vacuum energy, what if we move a large
number together? This is exactly what happens during ion-acoustic
resonance of plasma. Numerous positive ions move synchronously,
and plasma experiments have manifested energetic anomalies
including high-frequency voltage spikes, anomalous heating
(Kalinin, 1970, et al.), anomalous resistance, and "runaway"
electrons (Sethian, 1978, et al.). Synchronous abrupt motion of
plasma ions appears to be an engineering key to activate and couple
vacuum energy to the plasma. T.H. Moray stressed that ion
oscillation was the fundamental mode occurring in his tubes of his
energy machine.

ION SURGE

BENDS ZERO-POINT ENERGY FLUX
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49. Therapeutic apparatus patent. In the 1930's the U.S. patent
office rejected Moray's original application for his energy machine
because the examiner could not understand how the device could
output so much energy without heating the cathodes of his tubes.
However, in 1949 they granted Moray patent 2,460,707 for a
therapeutic apparatus. The patent contains plasma tubes and
illustrates the craftsmanship and engineering skill that Moray
employed to produce and control the corona within his tubes. A
careful study of this patent yields a surprise: Three of the tubes
(patent figures 14-19) do not "fit" the therapeutic device. Instead
analysis of these tubes shows they functionally match the oscillator
and valve tubes that would be part of the energy device. It appears
that Moray (1949) was attempting to cover in this patent some
critical components of his energy device.
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Sparking Condenser

T.H. Moray, U.S. Patent 2,460,707 (1949)

50. Sparking condenser tube. The first tube described (patent
figures 2, 3) belongs to the therapeutic apparatus. It contains a
cylindrical array of sharp pointed electrodes, which emit a brush
discharge corona. Moray appears to have discovered that the ion
oscillations in a corona might produce "emanations" which are
therapeutically beneficial. One hypothesis is that the ion
oscillations launch a macroscopic vacuum polarization wave (a
subtle ZPE coherence) that interacts with the ions around a cell
wall membrane, thus creating a biological influence at relatively
low power. This could be effective if proper resonant frequencies
were discovered that stimulated a cellular response appropriate for
healing. The sparking condenser is an example of a relatively
simple tube that manifests Moray's theme, "oscillate the ions."
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Oscillator Tube

T.H. Moray, U.S. Patent 2,460,707 (1949)

51. Oscillator tube. The oscillator tube (patent figures 14, 15)
appears to be the primary ion oscillator tube of Moray's energy
device. He claimed such a tube exhibited extraordinary capacitance
(one farad) while it was running at its particular resonant mode.
The inner electrode is corrugated to support a brush discharge
corona. A double wall, cylindrical capacitor surrounds the inner
electrode. It contains a dielectric that presumably yields the large
capacitance. In his book Moray mentioned the use of dielectrics
such as powered quartz, and he showed a consistent pattern of
mixing in radioactive materials such as radium salts and uranium
ores. Typical dielectric materials do not have a sufficient dielectric
constant to manifest the claimed capacitance. However, if one
assumes that whenever Moray mentions a dielectric he could really
be augmenting a dielectric powder with radioactive material, then
interstitial glow plasma (microscopic corona between the grains of
the powdered dielectric) could be activated at a low threshold
voltage within the mixture. Since plasma exhibits an extreme
electrical polarization, it can manifest a huge effective dielectric
constant especially during its ion oscillations. Moray also
mentioned that his tubes could contain inert gases, mercury vapor,
moist vapor and radioactive material (which lowers the ionization
voltage threshold). The tube supports ion-acoustic plasma activity
from the corrugated electrode all the way through the dielectric of
the cylindrical capacitor. Once the tube is undergoing ion
oscillations, it not only could manifest a huge capacitance, it might
also energetically couple directly with the zero-point energy.
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Valve Tube

T.H. Moray, U.S. Patent 2,460,707 (1949)

52. Valve tube. Moray's valve tube (patent figures 16, 17) is really
a tube within a tube that acts like a triode switching tube. However,
it is designed to switch a large unidirectional ion surge in response
to a small discharge event triggered within the inner tube. The
timing can be appropriately controlled by electronic means. The
inner tube emits x-rays from electron collisions with its anode. The
x-rays pass through the slot to trigger ionization in the channel
between the anode and corrugated cathode of the outer tube to
create the abrupt transient, ion surge. If the ion surge activates extra
energy from the ZPE, its polarization pulse can provide
amplification as it drives the oscillator tube. The valve tubes gate
energy between the stages of the Moray circuitry, and each pulse
from them offers a potential energy gain.
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Valve Tube 2

T.H. Moray, U.S. Patent 2,460,707 (1949)
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53. Valve tube 2. The second embodiment of the valve tube (patent
figures 18, 19) operates similarly to the first. Here a lens and
reflector are used to focus light and ultraviolet emissions from the
inner tube to ionize the switching channel in the outer tube. In both
valve tubes the corrugated electrode supports corona buildup just
prior to the switching event. This seems to augment the energetic
activity since more ions become available to participate in a
synchronous surge.
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Single Stage Circuit

54. Single stage circuit. A single stage of the Moray's energy
device illustrates the fundamental method for extracting energy.
Energy stored on the input capacitor is switched through the input
valve (tube) timed in phase to drive the oscillator tube. The
oscillations gradually grow in voltage amplitude. When the voltage
exceeds the appropriate threshold, the output valve (tube) is
switched for an instant to pulse the output capacitor, which
gradually charges. (The timing and control circuitry is not shown; it
can be created by standard electrical engineering methods.) After
many oscillating cycles the output capacitor reaches its full charge,
at which point its energy must be dumped. Each pulse from the
input valve tube drives the oscillator tube at its resonant frequency.
Since radioactive material in the oscillator tube maintains its
plasma, there are few losses and the amplitude readily grows. If
synchronous ion motion activates ZPE, then the single stage circuit
from the input valve tube to the output capacitor might manifest
continuous, dynamic, vacuum polarization coherence in the spatial
region surrounding the circuit components.
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Multi Stage Circuit

55. Multistage circuit. Many single stage circuits can be cascaded
to construct the multistage circuit. Each output capacitor becomes
the input capacitor for the succeeding stage. A prior stage must
oscillate at a considerably higher frequency than its subsequent
stage. At each stage many input pulses must integrate on the output
capacitor to yield one pulse that drives the next stage. If vacuum
polarization pulses were guided along the conductors, the entire
multistage circuit might manifest a large scale, distributed vacuum
polarization coherence. If this is the primary form of energy
channeled by Moray's device, it could then explain the cold current
effect as well as the glass penetration experiment. Vacuum
polarization waves that surround the thin wires are the primary
form of energy transport, not electron conduction. Therefore ohmic
heating is minimal. Moray appears to be the first inventor to
engineer a novel form of "cold electricity."
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56. Correa's pulse abnormal glow discharge (PAGD) tube.
Paulo and Alexandra Correa (1995) appear to have invented a tube
that works on the same principle as Moray's plasma tubes. In their
PAGD tube, glow plasma gradually builds up on the cathode from
a charging circuit. When the voltage reaches the breakdown
threshold the tube discharges for an instant, and then the arc is
quenched. Correa stressed that only the leading edge of the
discharge event provides an energy gain. The arc that follows is
standard electron flow, which creates heating losses. The charging
circuit must be designed to stop the current flow immediately after
the tube fires. Then the circuit gradually recharges the cathode
glow plasma for the next cycle. The circuit parameters can be
adjusted to pulse the tube at a controllable repetition rate (0.1 Hz 1 KHz). Cathode size and geometry are important; the more glow
plasma that accumulates prior to the discharge, the bigger the
energy gain.
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Negative Resistance
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57. Negative resistance. Correa voltage-current plot of the
discharge event identifies a negative resistance region (the
downward sloping edge of the voltage spike). Negative resistance
exhibits an energy gain. The circuit parameters should be tuned to
operate the tube around this region. Correa has claimed to measure
a four to one net energy gain. Also, he has made a dual circuit
system involving two tubes and two batteries, where each PAGD
circuit charges the other circuit's battery, and has run this for hours
claiming no loss of battery power. He has not yet run the ideal test:
Use capacitors instead of batteries to demonstrate a self-running
system. Nonetheless Correa appears to have rediscovered the
fundamental operating principle behind Moray's tubes with a
relatively simple configuration that does not involve radioactive
materials.
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Hollow Cathode Pseudospark Chamber

Generates Pulsed Electron Beams
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58. Pseudosparks. There is field of electrical engineering that uses
technology similar to Correa's tube. Power engineers utilize high
capacity switches involving hollow cathodes in which glow plasma
accumulates prior to being switched (Gundersen, 1990). Typically
a laser triggers the switching event, and the hollow cathode then
launches a "pseudospark" followed by the current. The advantage
of using the hollow cathode is that large currents can be switched
cleanly with a sharp rise time. There is an engineering conference
every year dedicated to this technology, but the engineering
community has not been looking for energy anomalies associated
with pseudosparks. If they look, they'll likely see the charge cluster
(EV) phenomena discovered by Ken Shoulders.
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EMS — Electronic Power That Could Change The
World's Economic Power Picture
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59. Edwin Gray. In 1976 Edwin Gray won the prestigious, inventor
of the year award for his pulsed capacitor discharge engine. He
invented an electric motor that exhibited large torque, consumed
little power, and ran cool. In early press releases Gray naively
announced that he made a fuelless motor, which later caused him to
run afoul with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Gray's
prototype motors were confiscated, and he was tried for fraud.
Later, Gray moved his lab from Los Angeles to Council, Idaho and
Sparks, Nevada to escape harassment. In 1989 Gray was found
dead in front of his Nevada lab; his death shrouded in mystery.
(Lindemann, 2001)
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Gray

Pulsed Capacitor Discharge Electric
Engine U.S. Patent 3,890,548

60. Gray's motor. Gray's powered his motor from circuitry, which
launched electrical pulses that exhibited a cold current
characteristic. Each pulse propagated through a stator
electromagnet, jumped across a spark gap to energize a rotor
electromagnet, returned back across another gap to excite a
different pair of stator-rotor electromagnets, and then was
redirected back to the battery to recharge it (Gray, 1976). Magnetic
repulsion between the stator and rotor magnets propelled the rotor.
To a trained electrical engineer this approach to charging the
magnets appears absurd since the sparking would seem to waste
energy. Yet here was a motor that was driven by unusual "cold
current" pulses, which exhibited spectacular efficiency.
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Scalar Compression Tube

E.V. Gray, U.S. Patent 4,661,747 (1987) U.S.
Patent 4,595,975 (1986)
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61. Gray's tube. In 1986 (and again in 1987) Gray patented a circuit
and a tube. The tube is the critical element and it exhibits
characteristics similar to hollow cathode switches and the tubes of
Correa and Moray The thin anode, down the central axis of the
tube, contains a spark gap. The anode is surrounded by a
cylindrical, double grid cathode with the two grids electrically
shorted together. The double grid behaves like a hollow cathode
and contains glow plasma. This is the key component; it is
noteworthy that the 1987 patent is identical to the 1986 patent
except for one claim that stressed the importance of the double-wall
grid cathode. The cold current pulses originate from the glow
plasma within this cathode.
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Glow Plasma Polarization
Abrupt Discharge

62. Glow plasma polarization. Gray's tube can repeatedly trigger
abrupt ion movement in the glow plasma within the double-grid
cathode. The plasma is polarized by high voltage (2 KV), which is
maintained between the anode and the cathode by a capacitor. The
anode spark gap, which is triggered by a control circuit, serves
three purposes: 1) It abruptly reduces the anode voltage causing the
polarized plasma to "snap back," where the plasma electrons surge
outwardly and the ions jerk inwardly. 2) The spark induces further
ionization of the glow plasma by photon bombardment. 3) The
spark partially ionizes the gas in the gap between the anode and the
cathode activating it to the threshold of breakdown, a state known
as the "Townsend region" (Lagarkov, 1994). The Townsend region
can support a polarization wave with little electron conduction (no
arc). It appears to be at the peak of the negative resistance zone as
identified by Correa. The "snap back" release of the polarized
plasma is like snapping a stretched rubber band. The induced
abrupt inward surge of the ions is the critical activator of the
vacuum polarization pulse, the mode that produces the cold current
effect and manifests an efficient energy gain.
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Symmetric Implosion Discharge

63. Symmetric implosion. Note that the cylindrical geometry of the
Gray's cathode grid supports a radial, inward ion surge. This could
manifest a "scalar compression" pulse where a positive polarization
wave is symmetrically directed inwardly to surround the anode.
The phrase "scalar" means scalar potential, which results when
opposite electric field vectors cancel. Because of symmetry, the
radial electric field vectors from the ions are in perfect opposition,
which creates a spiking, scalar potential transient when they surge
inwardly. If such a transient also cohered the vacuum energy, it
could further energize the polarization wave. The wave would then
enter the circuit on the conduction path from the anode, and it
might be the basis for an even more energetic, cold current pulse.
At the same instant the ions surge inward, an electron polarization
pulse is directed outward from the grid onto the circuit conductors
attached thereto. The "snap back" polarization event retains most of
the glow plasma particles within the double wall grid. The event
requires just a small, abrupt release of charge from the high voltage
capacitor, produces minimal electron conduction current, and
provides an efficient way to trigger an ion surge and polarization
pulse. The glow plasma membrane acts like a drumhead to launch
the polarization wave. The configuration appears to offer
researchers a simple straightforward approach to tap the zero-point
energy.
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Avalanche Ionization Wave

64. Avalanche discharge. Gray's tube can manifest another
discharge mode where the polarized glow plasma "snaps apart"
causing a complete discharge event. This behavior is similar to the
pseudospark switch, where the anode spark gap acts as the trigger
causing a photo-ionization, avalanche breakdown between the
cathode and the anode. In this mode the contents of the capacitor is
completely discharged causing a plasma compression to occur
toward the anode. This event would likewise surge ions (following
the electrons) symmetrically inward toward the central electrode,
and could thus activate coherence in the zero-point energy as well.
It appears that Gray did not want to operate in this mode because in
the patent he described an outwardly directed electron pulse, and
his system included a circuit breaker component to help protect
against a big capacitor discharge event. Nonetheless, since this
mode involves abrupt ion motion, it might likewise activate
vacuum energy.
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Plasma Focus

Eric Lerner, www.focusfusion.org
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65. Plasma focus device. It is interesting to note that the plasma
compression mode of Gray's tube has similarities to the plasma
focus device. The device was originally invented in the late 1950's
to create fusion, and was also known as the zeta pinch device. In
the 1960's Bostick and Shoulders collaborated on some
experimental studies, and they observed some interesting anomalies
including a micron size bore hole that was created right up the
central axis of the central anode. Shoulder's later learned that
charge clusters (EV) caused this bore hole. Energetic events were
observed, but the strong x-ray emissions were attributed to electron
bombardment onto the anode. Hot fusion scientists abandoned the
zeta pinch device in favor of the tokamak. However, there has been
a recent resurgence of interest in the plasma focus device because
recent experiments (Lerner, 2002) have shown that the energetic
activity is coming directly from the plasma and not from anode
bombardment.
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Plasma Focus
1 Billion Degrees K Outputs
electricity No neutrons No
radioactive waste

Eric Lerner, www.focusfusion.org
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66. Focus Fusion Advantages. Eric Lerner (2002) and his
collaborators in the Focus Fusion Society experiment with small
size devices. A megawatt reactor could be housed within a garage.
The reactor produces extraordinary high temperatures sufficient to
ignite hydrogen-boron fusion, a reaction that yields only helium as
a by-product. The reaction is thus completely free of radioactive
contamination. Moreover, their proposed system can output energy
directly as electricity instead of heat, which offers a considerably
higher efficiency for practical power generation than other
approaches to fusion.
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Focus Fusion Plasmoid

Emits ion and electron beams Eric Lerner, www.focusfusion.org

67. Focus Fusion Plasmoid. Experiments have shown that the
energetic events are coming directly from a generated plasmoid
(Bostick, 1957), a coherent plasma form resembling ball lightning.
As the plasmoid decays it emits electron and ion beams in opposite
directions. The focus fusion system converts these emissions
directly into electrical pulses. For the most part, the plasma
research community hypothesizes fusion as the source of energy,
but there could be a surprise in store for the research teams
exploring plasma focus: Since they are doing the right activation to
fulfill the zero-point energy hypothesis, where the plasmoid itself
could coherently couple with the ZPE, they might discover
excessive output energy using just inert gas without inducing any
fusion.
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68. Secrets of Cold Electricity. Peter Lindemann (2001) has made a
significant contribution to the new energy community by
generously publishing his research and analysis of the invention of
Edwin Gray. Because of his book, there are many hobbyists
replicating Gray's tube and observing the energy anomalies. Gray's
tube is an excellent starting point for any researcher who wishes to
see successes quickly. Any high voltage technique can be used to
create a band of glow plasma within a double-wall grid, and there
are many methods that could be utilized to abruptly "snap" the
plasma polarization. A new generation of energy inventors might
arise from just applying the principle of abruptly surging ion
movement in glow plasma.
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Testatika Machine
Paul Baumann

P. Lindemann, The Free Energy Secrets of Cold
Electricity www.free-energy.cc
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69. Swiss ML converter. The famous Swiss ML converter,
("testatika" device), invented by Paul Baumann, was a self-running
energy machine that directly output kilowatts of electricity
(Matthey, 1985). It was used to provide electrical power to a small
religious community. Since they felt mankind was not yet ready to
receive the discovery of this energy, they withheld technical
information from the numerous visitors and witnesses. Counterrotating acrylic disks with metal segments like a Wimshurst
machine appeared to power the device. The disks produced high
electrostatic voltage and colorful swirling plasma. It directed the
voltage onto two sealed cylindrical chambers described as "Layden
jars." Although witnesses were free to examine the rotating disks,
the contents of the "jars" were kept secret. Lindemann suggests that
the cylindrical chambers were essentially operating like Gray's
tube. A band of glow plasma is induced in a double wall grid
around the chamber's circumference, and pulsing activity triggers
ion motion. The resulting polarization pulses can be stepped down
in voltage and rectified onto output capacitors by standard
electrical engineering techniques. If experiments confirm that ion
surges do indeed couple ZPE, many historic "free-energy"
inventions might be explained from this hypothesis.
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Moray Principle

1.

Oscillate ions in a glow plasma.

2.

Use radioactivity as a catalyst to make the plasma.

3. Tune circuit elements to
resonance.
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70. Moray's principle. T.H. Moray stressed the importance of ion
movement and oscillations, and invented a full energy system
based on this principle. Paul Brown showed how plasma
oscillations could be maintained easily at low threshold voltages by
use of weakly radioactive materials. Paulo and Alexandra Correa
stressed the importance of working with the precursor discharge in
glow plasma, and Ken Shoulders has discovered that charge
clusters can arise from such precursor pulses. Edwin Gray appears
to mimic just the precursor without the discharge by abruptly
surging ion movement in a band of glow plasma. Often the
inventors stimulated and further ionized their plasma by a small
electric discharge, but were careful to avoid switching the system
into a full electric arc. The theories of vacuum polarization in the
zero-point energy support the hypothesis that abrupt synchronous
ion movement might yield a net energy gain. A study of the tubes
in Moray's patent shows he was a master of corona engineering,
and perhaps his free energy machine was the most sophisticated
ever invented in the history of the field. T.H. Moray can certainly
be credited for the discovery that ion movement is a key activator
for manifesting anomalous energy.
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Engineering Principles
1. Abrupt motion of glow plasma nuclei
Polarize / Discharge: "Snap back" "Snap apart"
2. Shape glow plasma
Mobius
Caduceus
Symmetric compression
3. Bucking EM fields
4. Counter-rotation / Vortical Forms

Stimulate Glow Plasma

1. Abrupt Electric Pulse
2. Bucking EM Fields
3. Counter Rotating, EM Fields

71. Engineering principles (King, 2001). The principle of abrupt
ion motion is just one of the engineering principles for interacting
with and cohering the zero-point energy. The principle of counterrotation is based on conserving angular momentum to mimic pair
production: Coherent forms arising from the vacuum energy seem
to occur in pairs that conserve charge and spin. Another principle is
to create abrupt transients of opposing electric fields or magnetic
fields. These create a dynamic "scalar" coherence in the ZPE that
could couple further energy into the glow plasma. Combining all
the principles can lead to many new energy inventions. It is hoped
that inventors try the ideas and share what they learn with the
scientific and engineering communities. Working together, we can
offer humanity a wonderful future founded on a new source of
energy.
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Suppression
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Academic (paradigm violation)
Block funding
Block patents
Litigation
Threats
Frame with crime
Property destruction
Assassination

Author's Note: I typically show the following slides only if the
audience brings up the topic of suppression. I did not originally plan to
include them in this book. However, the recent brutal murder of Dr.
Eugene Mallove, editor of Infinite Energy magazine and popular lecturer,
motivated me to include them.
1. Suppression Tactics. New energy devices, whose source is
unknown or (perhaps) the zero-point energy, typically are suppressed
especially if they appear successful enough to become commercial
products. The academic community declares such devices as frauds
because they refuse to recognize that the zero-point energy might be a
source. Those few professors who dare to acknowledge the possibility are
ridiculed and shunned, much like what occurred during the cold fusion
debates. Funding is blocked and patents refused by accusing the device of
being a "perpetual motion machine," which violates conservation of
energy.
Patents are also blocked by issuing a secrecy order. The patent
application is stamped top secret, and the work is declared to be a threat
to national security. All research must cease and those involved can be
prosecuted for treason if they discuss the topic. The government pays no
remuneration and those who invested lose everything.
Another tactic that plagues small business is to use incessant litigation
so that capital funding is depleted in legal fees. Accusations of
irregularities in fund raising are common, and even true, especially if the
inventor is unaware of the subtleties of business law. Upon accusation, the
prosecution can confiscate records, computers, and technical equipment.
Even if the inventor eventually wins the case, the project is effectively
shut down.
Threats of physical harm to the inventor or his family is a frequent
tactic. Late night anonymous phone calls are typical and are designed to
scare the inventor into quitting. Often this tactic works because few
inventors have the resources to defend themselves.
Another tactic is to frame the inventor with a crime. Sometimes false
witnesses appear to testify. Sometimes criminal evidence such as illegal
drugs are planted in the inventor's home.
Historically property destruction such as ransacking or destroying the
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Levels of Suppression
1. Academic: Violates paradigm
2. Business: Eliminate competition
3. Black Operations: Security
issues
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laboratory or fire bombing a vehicle has occurred.
Assassination occurs when the inventor refuses to quit in face of the threats. I
personally know four colleagues, fellow speakers at past energy conferences,
who have been murdered (Stephen Marinov, Stan Meyers, Paul Brown, Eugene
Mallove).
2. Levels of Suppression. Who is behind the suppression? What are their
motives? There appears to be three levels of suppression:
Level one is from the academic community. They are motivated by the need
to be right. They are protecting the current paradigm that space is effectively
devoid of useable energy. Thomas Kuhn's, The Structure of Scientific
Revolution, shows that history is replete with examples of the scientific
community refusing to explore or acknowledge new discoveries that would
shake their world view. Their suppression tactics are usually benign, and include
ridicule, peer-review rejection, shunning, accusations of fraud, and most often
simply ignoring the field of research.
Level two is from industry. They could believe that new energy devices exist
which could dramatically shift profits from today's entrenched energy industries.
They are motivated to protect their businesses and could hire thugs or operatives
to apply ruthless suppression. History has numerous examples, and the
motivation is to maximize profits from the status quo.
Level three is from the black operations community of the military-industrial
complex. They believe the new energy discovery is possible, and that such a
discovery might be dangerous. Their motivation is protection and security, and
such a motivation is honorable.
3. Disclosure Project. Dr. Steven Greer has started an initiative that might
offer a solution to suppression. Greer has made the point with his acquaintances
in the government that the elected officials do not control the secret, black
operations of the military-industrial complex. Many citizens agree that these
projects should be under control of our elected government. These citizens
include numerous employees participating in black projects. They are willing to
testify to congress about the discoveries of new energy and propulsion
technologies if they are granted immunity from their secrecy oaths. Some have
already testified that not only have new technologies been developed, but more
astonishingly, secret contact with extraterrestrial intel-
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licences has occurred. This contact has been the source of the new
technologies. Greer's point is that if this is true, then such contact should
be with the elected government not black operations.
The implications of the Disclosure Project are astounding and
hopeful. It appears we have been guided to make the new energy
discovery. Inventors often tell how their inspiration came from visions,
dreams, revelation, spiritual contact, UFO encounters, or synchronicity.
The energy discovery could effectively be used to meet mankind's
physical needs including cleaning up the environment, yet the discovery
is double edged and potentially dangerous. It seems that we would not be
gifted with such knowledge unless there would be help and guidance for
its safe use. It just might be that a widespread discovery of zero-point
energy technology could trigger formal, public contact with advanced
spiritual intelligences who are here to guide mankind to use it wisely.
Perhaps they are patiently waiting for us to invite them.
It appears that the wise use of potentially limitless energy requires a
shift of consciousness. Much spiritual literature describes a mature
consciousness that logically recognizes and emotionally feels that all life is
sacred and interconnected. Peter Russell in his book, The Global Brain,
offers the analogy that human beings are like brain cells for a planetary
consciousness "Gaia" that has not yet awakened. Perhaps a minimal
consciousness shift would involve the ability to feel the other's pain
whenever we hurt someone. The state of mind expressed from the first
person is "I am all men." A generalization at the planetary or universal
consciousness level is "We are all races." The point is that we no longer
slay one another or go to war because we all recognize "I am the other
person; what I do to another I do to myself." Such a state of mind has
been described as a "millennium consciousness." It just might be that the
widespread discovery of zero-point energy technology could trigger a
series of events culminating in a consciousness transformation of the
human race. We live in exciting times.
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